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THE MIRROR WORLD INTERPRETATIONOF THE 1908 TUNGUSKA EVENTAND OTHER MORE RECENT EVENTSR. FootResearh Centre for High Energy PhysisShool of Physis, University of MelbourneParkville 3052, Australiae-mail: foot�physis.unimelb.edu.au(Reeived August 20, 2001)Mirror matter is predited to exist if parity (i.e. left-right symmetry) isa symmetry of nature. Remarkably mirror matter is apable of simply ex-plaining a large number of ontemporary puzzles in astrophysis and parti-le physis inluding: Explanation of the MACHO gravitational mirolens-ing events, the existene of lose-in extrasolar gas giant planets, apparently`isolated' planets, the solar, atmospheri and LSND neutrino anomalies, theorthopositronium lifetime anomaly and perhaps even gamma ray bursts.One fasinating possibility is that our solar system ontains small mirrormatter spae bodies (asteroid or omet sized objets), whih are too smallto be revealed from their gravitational e�ets but nevertheless have ex-plosive impliations when they ollide with the Earth. We examine thepossibility that the 1908 Tunguska explosion in Siberia was the result ofthe ollision of a mirror matter spae body with the Earth. We point outthat if this atastrophi event and many other similar smaller events aremanifestations of the mirror world then these impat sites should be a goodplae to start digging for mirror matter. Mirror matter ould potentially beextrated and puri�ed using a entrifuge and have many useful industrialappliations.PACS numbers: 95.30.�kOne of the most natural andidates for a symmetry of nature is parity(i.e. left-right) symmetry. While it is an established experimental fat thatparity symmetry appears broken by the interations of the known elemen-tary partiles, this however does not exlude the possible existene of exatunbroken parity symmetry in nature. This is beause parity (and also timereversal) an be exatly onserved if a set of mirror partiles exist [1,2℄. The(3133)



3134 R. Footidea is that for eah ordinary partile, suh as the photon, eletron, protonand neutron, there is a orresponding mirror partile, of exatly the samemass as the ordinary partile. For example, the mirror proton and the ordi-nary proton have exatly the same mass. Furthermore the mirror proton isstable for the same reason that the ordinary proton is stable, and that is, theinterations of the mirror partiles onserve a mirror baryon number. Themirror partiles are not produed (signi�antly) in Laboratory experimentsjust beause they ouple very weakly to the ordinary partiles. In the mod-ern language of gauge theories, the mirror partiles are all singlets under thestandard G � SU(3)
SU(2)L
U(1)Y gauge interations. Instead the mir-ror fermions interat with a set of mirror gauge partiles, so that the gaugesymmetry of the theory is doubled, i.e. G
G (the ordinary partiles are, ofourse, singlets under the mirror gauge symmetry) [2℄. Parity is onservedbeause the mirror fermions experiene V +A mirror weak interations andthe ordinary fermions experiene the usual V � A weak interations. Ordi-nary and mirror partiles interat with eah other predominantly by gravityonly.At the present time there is a large range of experimental evidene sup-porting the existene of mirror matter (for a review see Ref. [3℄). Mirror mat-ter is neessarily stable and dark and appears to provide a viable andidatefor the inferred dark matter in the Universe [4℄ as well as having importantimpliations for early Universe osmology [4, 5℄. Mirror dark matter alsohas self interations just like ordinary matter whih may allow it to esapethe fate of ollisionless old dark matter andidates suh as hypothetialneutralinos whih now appear to be ruled out by the observations [6℄. More-over, mirror matter, like ordinary matter an form stars, planets and smallerbodies and there is interesting evidene for all these things. In partiularmirror stars are a natural andidate [7℄ for the observed MACHO gravita-tional mirolensing events [8℄. Furthermore mirror planets would provide asimple explanation [9℄ for the existene of lose-in extrasolar planets whihhas been puzzling astronomers sine their unexpeted disovery in 1995 [10℄.There is also evidene that the `dynamial mirror image' system of an ordi-nary planet orbiting a mirror star has also been observed but interpreted asan `isolated' planet beause light from the mirror star was not deteted [11℄.The signi�ane of mirror matter for astrophysis and osmology is lear,perhaps of equal importane though is the impliations of mirror matter forpartile physis. While ordinary and mirror matter interats with eah otherpredominantly by gravity, small non-gravitational interations are atuallypossible. Due to onstraints from gauge symmetry, renormalizability andparity symmetry it turns out that there are only 3 ways in whih ordinaryand mirror matter an interat with eah other (besides gravity) [2,12℄. Thisis via photon�mirror photon kineti mixing, Higgs�mirror Higgs interations



The Mirror World Interpretation : : : 3135and via ordinary neutrino�mirror neutrino mass mixing (if neutrinos havemass). While Higgs�mirror Higgs interations will be tested if or when theHiggs partile is disovered, there is urrently strong evidene for photon�mirror photon kineti mixing and also ordinary neutrino�mirror neutrinomass mixing.A simple onsequene of the parity symmetry is that eah of the ordinaryneutrinos (�) will osillate maximally into its mirror partner (� 0) [12�14℄.This provides a very elegant explanation for the solar neutrino puzzle sinethe maximal �e ! � 0e osillations imply an approximate 50% �ux redutionfor a large range of Æm2 whih is in broad agreement with the solar neutrinodata [15,16℄. Moreover this solution predited the approximate energy inde-pendent reoil eletron energy spetrum observed by SuperKamiokande [17℄as well as the � 50% �ux redution found in the Gallium experiments [18℄.In the ase of the atmospheri neutrino anomaly the inferred 50% redutionof up-going �� is also niely explained by maximal �� ! � 0� osillations [19℄.If the solar and atmospheri neutrino anomalies are due to osillations intomirror neutrinos then osillations between generations an be governed bysmall mixing angles whih seems theoretially most natural. This reasoningis supported by the LSND experiment whih has provided strong evidenefor small angle �e ! �� osillations [20℄.It is true, though, that the solution to the neutrino physis anomaliesimplied by the mirror matter theory does not give a perfet �t to everyneutrino experiment. However, this is probably a good thing, sine it is un-likely that every experimental measurement is orret. In the ase of solarneutrinos, the low Homestake result (1/3 .f. 1/2 in the 6 other solar neu-trino experiments) and also the reent SNO results [21℄ do not favour thesimplest mirror matter solution. In addition the atmospheri data slightlyprefer �� ! �� to �� ! � 0� [22℄ (although the extent to whih �� ! � 0�is disfavoured depends signi�antly on how the data is analysed [23℄). Be-ause these disfavouring results are only at the 1.5�3.3 sigma level (and arelargely dominated by systematis) they do not provide a strong ase againstthe mirror matter theory. Importantly things will eventually beome learas more aurate measurements are done. The forthoming NC/CC SNOmeasurement should provide a solid result one way or the other.Another important way that ordinary and mirror matter an interatwith eah other is via photon�mirror photon kineti mixing. In �eld theorythis is desribed by the interationL = "2F ��F 0�� ; (1)where F �� (F 0��) is the �eld strength tensor for eletromagnetism (mirroreletromagnetism). This type of Lagrangian term is gauge invariant and



3136 R. Footrenormalizable and an exist at tree level [2,24℄ or maybe indued radiativelyin models without U(1) gauge symmetries (suh as grand uni�ed theories)[25�27℄. One e�et of ordinary photon�mirror photon kineti mixing is togive the mirror harged partiles a small eletri harge [2, 25, 26℄. That is,they ouple to ordinary photons with eletri harge "e.The most important experimental onstraint on photon�mirror pho-ton kineti mixing is that it modi�es the properties of orthopositronium[26℄. This e�et arises due to radiative o�-diagonal ontributions to theorthopositronium, mirror orthopositronium mass matrix. This means thatorthopositronium osillates into its mirror partner. Deays of mirror or-thopositronium are not deteted experimentally whih e�etively inreasesthe observed deay rate [26℄. Beause ollisions of orthopositronium destroythe quantum oherene, this mirror world e�et is most important for exper-iments whih are designed suh that the ollision rate of the orthopositron-ium is low [28℄. The only aurate experiment sensitive to the mirror worlde�et is the Ann Arbour vauum avity experiment [29℄. This experimentobtained a deay rate of � oPs = 7:0482 � 0:0016 �s�1. Normalizing thismeasured value with the reent theoretial value of 7:0399 �s�1 [30℄ gives�oPs(exp)�oPs(theory) = 1:0012 � 0:00023 (2)whih is a �ve sigma disrepany with theory. It suggests a value " ' 10�6for the photon�mirror photon kineti mixing [31℄. Taken at fae value thisexperiment is strong evidene for the existene of mirror matter and heneparity symmetry. It is ironi that the last time something important wasdisovered in high energy physis with a table top experiment was in 1957where it was demonstrated that the ordinary partiles by themselves appearto violate parity symmetry.Of ourse this vauum avity experiment must be arefully heked byanother experiment to make sure that mirror matter really exists. Atuallythis is quite easy to do. With the largest avity used in the experimentof Ref. [29℄ the orthopositronium typially ollided with the avity walls 3times before deaying. If the experiment was repeated with a larger avitythen the mirror world e�et would be larger beause the deohering e�et ofollisions would be redued. For example if a avity 3 times larger ould beused (whih means that the orthopositronium would typially ollide withthe walls just one before deaying) then the mirror world would predit ane�et 3 times larger.There are several important impliations of photon�mirror photon ki-neti mixing with the relatively large value of " ' 10�6 suggested by theorthopositronium vauum experiment. These inlude:



The Mirror World Interpretation : : : 3137� Exploding mirror stars (mirror supernova) will emit a burst of (or-dinary) gamma rays. This would our beause at the temperatures� 10 MeV reahed at the enter of a typial supernova explosion thekineti mixing will onvert e0+e0� ! e+e� whih subsequently pro-dues a relativisti �reball, whih seems to qualitatively explain manyof the features of the observed gamma ray bursts [32℄.� Suh a large value of " � 10�6 will lead to the light mirror partiles(e0�; 0; � 0) being brought into equilibrium with the ordinary parti-les above T = 1 MeV in the early Universe [33℄. While this is not aproblem for the reent BOOMERANG, MAXIMA and DASI measure-ments [34℄ of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground [35℄, it does suggestthat standard BBN needs modi�ation. For example, there might ex-ist a large eletron neutrino asymmetry whih an ompensate for thefaster expansion rate leading to aeptable values of the light elementabundanes [36℄. Another possibility is that there might exist a largenegative osmologial onstant whih will slow down the expansionrate at T � 1 MeV [14℄.� Mirror stars an beome visible if they have some embedded ordinarymatter. This is beause the ordinary matter is heated by the mirrormatter though photon�mirror photon kineti mixing. Maybe the re-ently observed halo white dwarfs [37℄ (whih are ontroversial [38℄) arereally mirror stars [39℄ or even mirror white dwarfs. Beause of theirage they may have areted enough ordinary matter to be observable.Perhaps the most remarkable possibility though is that there is somesigni�ant amount of mirror matter in our solar system. We do not knowenough about the formation of the solar system to be able to exlude theexistene of a large number of Spae Bodies (SB) made of mirror matterif they are small like omets and asteroids. The total mass of asteroids inthe asteroid belt is estimated to be only about 0.05% of the mass of theEarth. A similar or even greater number of mirror bodies, perhaps orbitingin a di�erent plane or even spherially distributed like the Oort loud isa fasinating and potentially explosive possibility1 if they ollide with theEarth. The possibility that suh ollisions our and may be responsiblefor the 1908 Siberian explosion (Tunguska event) has been speulated inRef. [3℄. The purpose of this paper is to study this possibility in detail andto point out the important rami�ations of this idea whih is that mirrormatter should be present in the ground at the `impat' sites and ould beextrated as we will disuss.1 Large planetary sized bodies are also possible if they are in distant orbits [40℄.



3138 R. FootIf suh small mirror bodies exist in our solar system and happen to ol-lide with the Earth, what would be the onsequenes? If the only foreonneting mirror matter with ordinary matter is gravity, then the onse-quenes would be minimal. The mirror SB would simply pass through theEarth and nobody would know about it unless it was so heavy as to gravita-tionally a�et the motion of the Earth. However, if there is photon�mirrorphoton kineti mixing as suggested by the orthopositronium vauum avityexperiment, then the mirror nulei (with Z 0 mirror protons) will e�etivelyhave a small ordinary eletri harge "Z 0e. This means that the nulei ofthe mirror atoms of the SB will undergo Rutherford sattering o� the nuleiof the atmospheri nitrogen and oxygen atoms. In addition ionizing inter-ations an our whih an ionize both the mirror atoms of the spae bodyand also the atmospheri atoms. The net e�et is that the kineti energyof the SB is transformed into light and heat (both ordinary and mirror va-rieties) and a omponent is also onverted to the atmosphere in the form ofa shokwave, as the forward momentum of the SB is transferred to the airwhih passes through or near the SB.What happens to the mirror matter SB as it plummets towards theEarth's surfae depends on a number of fators suh as its initial veloity,size, hemial omposition and angle of trajetory. Of ourse, all theseunertainties our for an ordinary matter SB too. Interestingly it turns outthat for the value of the kineti mixing suggested by the orthopositroniumexperiment, " � 10�6, the air resistene of a mirror SB in the atmosphere isroughly the same as an ordinary SB assuming the same trajetory, veloitymass, size and shape (and that it remains intat). This ours beause theair moleules will lose their relative forward momentum (with respet to theSB) within the SB itself beause of the Rutherford sattering of the ordinaryand mirror nulei as we will show in a moment. (Of ourse, the atmospheriatoms still have random thermal motion.) This will lead to a drag fore ofroughly the same size as that on an ordinary matter SB, implying an energyloss rate of dEdx = Cd�airAv22 ; (3)where �air is the density of the air, v is the veloity of the SB and A is theross setional area. The drag oe�ient, Cd is of order unity � its preisevalue depending on the shape of the body. We will take Cd � 1. Eq. (3) isa standard result and quite easy to derive: The pressure of the atmosphereon the surfae of the body inreases linearly with the veloity of the body.Also the number of atoms striking the surfae will inrease linearly with theair density and also veloity (sine the volume that the body sweeps out in agiven time t is just Avt). Eq. (3) implies that the bodies veloity dereases



The Mirror World Interpretation : : : 3139exponentially with distane (x),v = vie�x=D ; (4)where vi is its initial veloity andD = 2R�SBCd ��air � 10� R5 meters�� �SB1 g=m3� km : (5)In this equation, �SB is the density of the SB and R � V=A is the `size'of the body (V is its volume). Note that we have used ��air � 10�3 g=m3whih is the air density at about 5 km altitude (the density at sea level isabout twie this value) for a rough estimate of the mean density enounteredas it travels through the atmosphere. The above alulation shows that therate of energy loss of the SB in the atmosphere depends on its size anddensity. If we assume a density of �SB ' 1 g=m3 whih is approximatelyvalid for a mirror SB made of ometary material (suh as mirror ies ofwater, methane and/or ammonia) then the body will lose most of its kinetienergy in the atmosphere provided that it is less than roughly 5 meters indiameter. Of ourse, things are ompliated beause the SB will undergomass loss (ablation) and also potentially fragment into smaller piees andof ourse, potentially melt and vaporize. Thus even a very large body (e.g.R � 100 meters as estimated for the Tunguska explosion) an lose its kinetienergy in the atmosphere if it fragments into small piees.An important di�erene between an ordinary and mirror SB is the rateand way in whih it fragments, heats up and undergoes ablation beausethese properties depend very muh on the interations between the SB andthe atmosphere. An ordinary matter SB undergoes huge pressure on itssurfae when it enters the atmosphere with osmi veloity (� 30 km/s)while in the ase of a mirror matter body the e�ets of the pressure aredistributed within the body to some extent, rather than just at the verysurfae. Let us now examine this in more detail.Assume that the mirror matter SB is omposed of atoms of mass MA0and the air is omposed of atoms of massMA. The (mirror) eletri harge inunits of e of the (mirror) nulei, whih we roughly assume to be half neutronsand half protons, will be Z =MA=2MP (Z 0 =MA0=2MP ), where MP is theproton mass. Let us assume that the trajetory of the SB is a straight linealong the ẑ axis of our o-ordinate system. In the rest frame of the SB, thehange in forward momentum of eah of the on-oming atmospheri atomsis then2 dPzdt = �ollMA(v os � � v) = �2�ollMAv sin2 �2 ; (6)2 The following equation is valid provided that MA0 � MA but our onlusions willremain roughly the same for other ases of interest suh as for MA0 �MA.



3140 R. Footwhere � is the sattering angle in the rest frame of the SB and �oll is theollision rate of the atmospheri atom with the mirror atoms in the SB. Ofourse, the ollisions also generate transverse momentum (i.e. in the x̂; ŷdiretions) whih is redued by thermalization e�ets as the atoms in theatmosphere interat with themselves. For the present alulation we are onlyinterested in the relative net momentum between the SB and the atmosphereand we an neglet this transverse motion in a rough approximation (whihmeans that we an replae v by vz below). The ollision rate �oll is given interms of the ross setion, relative veloity and number density in the usualway: �oll = �vz � �SBMA0� : (7)Thus Eq. (6) beomesdPzdt = �2�MAMA0�Z d�d
 �SBv2z sin2 �2 d
 : (8)There are various di�erent proesses whih an ontribute to the sat-tering ross setion. For the veloities of interest, v . 70 km/s, the rosssetion is dominated by Rutherford sattering3 of the mirror nulei of ef-fetive eletri harge "Z 0e with the ordinary nulei of eletri harge Ze,modi�ed for small angle sattering by the sreening e�ets of the atomieletrons (at roughly the Bohr radius r0 � 10�8 m). It is given by (seee.g. [42℄)4: d�d
 = 4M2A"2e4Z2Z 02(4M2Av2z sin2 �2 + 1r20 )2 : (9)Thus we obtain from Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) the following di�erential equationfor the distane traveled by eah atmospheri atom (z) within the SB:dPzdt =MA vz dvzdz � Z2Z 02�SB "2e44�MA0MAv2z loge� 1MAvzr0� ; (10)whih is valid for MAvr0 � 1. For MA � 15MP , MAvr0 � 700(v=30 km/s)whih means that the above equation is approximately valid for the veloitiesof interest (the initial veloity, vi, of a SB is typially between 15 and 60km/s). Solving the above di�erential equation (negleting the log fatorwhih is of order 1) we �nd that the relative motion between the air moleules3 Although the ross setion is dominated by Rutherford sattering, ionizing ollisionsmay also be important for generating light and perhaps may also allow the body tobuild up eletri harge within [41℄.4 We use standard partile physis units h=(2�) =  = 1 unless otherwise stated.



The Mirror World Interpretation : : : 3141and SB is lost (upto random thermal motion) after traveling a distanewithin the SB ofz � v4M2AMA016�Z2Z 02�SB"2e4 � �10�6" �2� v30 km=s�4 entimeters ; (11)where we assumed �SB � 1 g=m3 and MA � MA0 � 15MP (with Z �Z 0 � 7). For " = 10�6, Eq. (11) indiates that the atmospheri atomslose essentially all of their relative momentum (of ourse, they still havethermal motion) after penetrating a distane of the order of a few entimetersinto the SB. (This distane may be somewhat greater for a body made ofa heavy element suh as mirror iron.) If the SB remains intat then theabove result implies that the air resistene of the mirror SB through theatmosphere is roughly the same as that of an ordinary matter SB, as wealready assumed earlier and have now proved. This does not mean thatonly the outer regions of the mirror SB will be heated by the atmosphere.The atmospheri atoms still have rapid thermal motion whih will penetratedeep into the mirror SB. This is of ourse ompletely unlike a SB made ofordinary matter whih remains ool inside. This `internal heating' of themirror SB should make it easier for the body to fragment and/or possiblybuild up enough internal pressure to explode. However, beause the hugepressure from the atmosphere is dissipated over some distane within thebody rather than just at its surfae, the rate of ablation of a mirror SB maybe signi�antly less than that of an ordinary SB.Inidentally, if " . 10�8 instead of the value 10�6 indiated by theorthopositronium vauum avity experiment, a small or moderate sized SBwould not lose signi�ant energy in the atmosphere beause the atmospheriatoms would pass through the body without losing muh of their relativemomentum. In this ase the SB would release most of its energy undergroundin the Earth's rust. The distane over whih this would our would simplybe given roughly by Eq. (11) with the replaement �SB ! �E (�E is thedensity of the Earth) and MA $MA0 , whih isL � v4iM2A0MA16��EZ2Z 02"2e4 � � vi30 km=s�4�10�9" �2 km; (12)whih was advertized earlier in Ref. [3℄.Returning to the most interesting ase of large photon�mirror photonkineti mixing, " ' 10�6 whih is indiated by the orthopositronium exper-iment, our earlier alulation suggests that most of the kineti energy of amirror matter SB is released in the atmosphere like an ordinary matter SBif it is not too big (. 5 meters) or fragments into small objets. It seems tobe an interesting andidate to explain the 1908 Tunguska explosion (as well



3142 R. Footas smaller similar events as we will disuss in a moment). The Tunguskaexplosion toppled approximately 2 100 square kilometers of trees in a radialpattern (i.e. like spokes on a wheel) with an atmospheri release of energy es-timated to be the TNT equivalent of roughly 1000 atomi bombs [43℄. Therewas also evidene that the inner 300 square kilometers of trees was burnedfrom above. The broad features of the event suggest a huge explosion in theatmosphere at an altitude of between about 2.5 and 9 km whih produed adownward going spherial shokwave [43℄. The spherial shokwave toppledthe trees in the radial pattern and the heat from the explosion aused the�ash burn of the trees [43℄. An interesting feature of this event is the lakof any extraterrestrial fragments or any (ordinary) rater(s). The estimatedmass of the SB is of the order of 100 thousand tons [43℄. That is no typo.It is a remarkable result that suh a large amount of extraterrestrial mate-rial apparently vanished without leaving behind signi�ant remnants. Overthe last 75 years about 35 sienti� expeditions to the Tunguska site havebeen made with many types of searh tehniques, but all oming bak emptyhanded. There have also been searhes for miropartiles in tree resin withsome suess [44℄. However, their tiny abundane is hardly onsistent withwhat might have been expeted. It seems therefore to be a real possibilitythat the Tunguska event was due to a mirror matter SB whih would notleave any ordinary fragments (the observed miropartiles, if there are in-deed of extraterrestrial origin, may simply be due to a small proportion ofordinary matter areted within the mirror matter SB). Furthermore, the in-ternal heating of the mirror SB by the interations of the atmospheri atomswithin the SB may atually ause the required atmospheri explosion.It is also interesting to note that there is evidene that smaller `Tunguska-like' events are atually quite ommon, ourring on a yearly basis. Suhevents have been atalogued by Ol'khovatov [45℄ with the most reent suhevent ourring only a few months ago in Jordan [46℄. There are many events(see e.g. Ref. [46, 47℄) where low altitude `�reballs' are observed, yet suh�reballs (if they are due to an ordinary matter SB) should originate fromhuge and enormously bright �reballs higher up in the atmosphere beauseof ablation and fragmentation. These bright parents of low altitude �reballsare inexpliably not observed. Even more remarkable is that these `�reballs'have been observed in some ases to atually hit the ground (we will dis-uss an expliit example of this in a moment), yet no meteorite fragmentswere reovered. The strange properties of these events has lead to purelygeophysial explanations. For example, it has been proposed that they aredue to some poorly understood oupling between tetoni and atmospheriproess rather than to some type of SB [45℄. Mirror matter represents anexiting and fun alternative possibility whih an be tested in a number ofways as we will now brie�y disuss.



The Mirror World Interpretation : : : 3143First, it requires large photon�mirror photon kineti mixing of the ordergiven by the orthopositronium experiment for the mirror SB to release itsenergy in the atmosphere. Thus, we ould simply repeat the orthopositro-nium experiment to make sure that mirror matter exists with the requiredkineti mixing. More work ould be done in trying to understand the de-tailed properties of mirror matter spae bodies interating with the Earth'satmosphere whih might allow the idea to be more rigorously omparedwith observations. For example, the 1997 Greenland event was observedwith satellites and a ground based video amera [48℄. This event has beenestimated to be due to a 36,000 Kg SB whih fragmented and exploded overGreenland. No fragments or even meteoriti dust in the snow was found bysearh teams [48℄. The study [48℄ also found that the SB had an anomalousablation oe�ient [48℄ whih might be something whih ould be used topossibly test the mirror matter hypothesis for these spae bodies.Perhaps the most spetaular way to test the idea though is to atually�nd it! Mirror matter ould be searhed for in the ground at the variousimpat sites. Any mirror matter fragments may have melted when they hitthe ground and reformed beoming mixed with ordinary matter at somedistane underground. The small e�etive ordinary eletri harges of themirror eletrons ("e) whih is given to them by the photon�mirror photonkineti mixing should easily lead to enough eletrostati repulsion (whih islinear in ") to resist gravity, whih means that the mirror matter will even-tually stop (if it solidi�es). There may be some amount lose to the surfaewhih ould potentially be extrated and puri�ed. Importantly, many ofthese sites are very loalized and very aessible. For example, in the reentTunguska-like event whih ourred in Jordan (about 50 kilometers from theapital Amman) only a few months ago [46℄ the �reball was observed (bya rowd of about 100 people in a funeral proession) to break up into twopiees and observed to atually hit the ground! The two sites where the `ob-jets' landed featured a half burnt tree and a half burnt rok (see Ref. [46℄for the remarkable pitures) but no ordinary rater and no ordinary matterfragments5. One ould take samples of earth below the burnt tree (or theparts of the burnt tree itself) and try to extrat mirror atoms. This might bepossible by taking samples and putting them into a entrifuge whih shouldallow the mirror matter to be separated from the ordinary matter (or atleast greatly puri�ed). It would be a very exiting experiment and lots offun too!Finally, mirror matter should have all sorts of useful industrial applia-tions. Of ourse, it is premature to speulate too muh along these lines5 Potentially a mirror matter SB ould leave a type of impat rater depending on thehemial omposition of the SB and also on the nature of the Earth's surfae at theimpat site.



3144 R. Footuntil it is atually disovered, but the point is that its possible existene isnot merely of interest to people who want to understand the fundamentallaws of nature or �nd out what the Universe is made of. Unlike Higgs par-tiles or top quarks it may atually be a very useful new material with allsorts of pratial appliations. This provides another important motivationto searh for it, either by repeating the orthopositronium experiment in va-uum or by digging it out of the ground. Of ourse, I love Higgs partiles andtop quarks too but it is also important to remember that pure researh inpartile and astrophysis an sometimes lead to disoveries with widespreadimpliations for soiety, in addition to the intrinsi merits and long termimportane of suh pure siene itself.The author is an Australian Researh Fellow. The author would like tothank Z. Cepleha for patiently answering some of his questions.REFERENCES[1℄ T.D. Lee, C.N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 104, 256 (1956); I. Kobzarev, L. Okun,I. Pomeranhuk, Sov. J. Nul. Phys. 3, 837 (1966); M. Pavsi, Int. J. Theor.Phys. 9, 229 (1974).[2℄ R. Foot, H. Lew, R.R. Volkas, Phys. Lett. B272, 67 (1991).[3℄ R. Foot, Ata. Phys. Pol. B32, 2253 (2001).[4℄ S.I. Blinnikov, M.Yu. Khlopov, Sov. J. Nul. Phys. 36, 472 (1982); Sov.Astron.-A.J. 27, 371 (1983); E.W. Kolb, M. Sekel, M.S. Turner, Nature514, 415 (1985); M.Yu. Khlopov et al., Sov. Astron.-A.J. 35, 21 (1991);M. Hodges Phys. Rev. D47, 456 (1993); Z.G. Berezhiani et al., Phys. Lett.B375, 26 (1996); Ata Phys. Pol. B27, 1503 (1996).[5℄ R. Foot, R.R. Volkas, Astropart. Phys. 7, 283 (1997); Phys. Rev. D61, 043507(2000); G. Matsas et al., hep-ph/9810456; N.F. Bell, R.R. Volkas, Phys. Rev.D59, 107301 (1999); S.I. Blinnikov, astro-ph/9902305; Surv. High Energ.Phys. 15, 37 (2000); A.Yu. Ignatiev, R.R. Volkas, Phys. Rev. D62, 023508(2000); Phys. Lett. B487, 294 (2000); V. Berezinsky, A. Vilenkin, Phys. Rev.D62, 083512 (2000); N.F. Bell, Phys. Lett. B479, 257 (2000); Z. Berezhiani,D. Comelli, F.L. Villante, Phys. Lett. B503, 362 (2001).[6℄ A. Borriello, P. Salui, astro-ph/0106251 and referenes therein.[7℄ Z.K. Silagadze, Phys. At. Nul. 60, 272 (1997);S. Blinnikov, astro-ph/9801015; R. Foot, Phys. Lett. B452, 83 (1999); seealso R. Mohapatra, V. Teplitz, Phys. Lett. B462, 302 (1999).[8℄ MACHO Collaboration, C. Alok et al., Astrophys. J. 542, 281 (2000).[9℄ R. Foot, Phys. Lett. B471, 191 (1999); Phys. Lett. B505, 1 (2001).[10℄ M. Mayor, D. Queloz, Nature 378, 355 (1995).[11℄ R. Foot, A.Yu. Ignatiev, R.R. Volkas, astro-ph/0010502.
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